
Written by Mary Strong, president of the SVA

The Section Association

The SA and the AAA have been formulating a way in which the Sections can have voting representation on the AAA Executive Board. This process hopefully will help us to avoid the dangerous financial situation in which the smaller Sections, such as our own, suffered as a result of a less than helpful contractual arrangement with The University of California Press. This will also aid us by eliminating problematic decisions taken without adequate membership consultation.

The 2008 annual AAA meetings in San Francisco

We would ask the AAA conference organizers to help us to recognize workshop participants who have paid their fee and registered formally either previous to the meetings or on-site. A small paper receipt of some sort would be helpful, for example. Our workshop organizers felt that many people simply walked in to their sessions who were neither registered nor had paid their fees.

Some of our session participants have voiced a desire to have appropriate computer connections for MacIntosh as well as IBM users. Visually oriented people, such as those in our membership, often prefer MacIntosh computers.

Mailing lists for publications and contact lists for listservs

We request that the AAA look into methods for updating Section membership lists so that our publications do arrive in members’ mail boxes in timely fashion.

Along similar lines, we are seeing that our listserv does not reach all members, and we would like to find out why this is so in conjunction with the AAA central offices.

The SVA in 2008

Two issues stand out as SVA looks back on the year 2008: our financial situation and the continuing vibrancy and creativity that characterizes our small organization.
1. The financial situation

We are in the process of adjusting in tandem with our publisher Wiley Blackwell to a new and productive partnership. We are happy to see so far that our journal, VAR, will probably no longer drain our organization’s finances to a dangerously low level as in the recent past. In addition, we have derived or retained additional funds by taking the following steps:

* Increase in member dues
* Increase in film Festival submission fees
* Offering visual training workshops at the AAA meetings
* Agreeing to an almost total ban on the spending of Section funds such that Board members have had to cover most SVA costs from their personal finances.

Given the national/global economic situation and the likelihood of lower income and rising costs in many areas, we plan to proceed with caution. Our aim is save 50% or more of our present treasury balance to insure against an uncertain future.

2. The SVA is a vibrant and creative organization

Though we are one of the smaller Sections, we engage in a large number of ongoing and new activities.

A. Among ongoing projects are:

* Our annual Film Festival,
* Our Visual Research Conference,
* The print and electronic journal VAR,
* The regular AN column,
* Our impressive Program of sessions in the AAA meetings,
* Heavy presence in the AAA poster sessions,
* Visual technology and interactive media workshops we offer for all AAA members.
* We give recognition in the form of awards to encourage academic and creative productions of those working in the areas of film, photography, and interactive media.

B. New projects-in- progress include:

* Organizing an ongoing photography and still image exhibit requested by the AAA for its headquarters;
* A prize for poster presentations;
*Promotion of new research in visual anthropology;
*Inclusion of graphic, plastic, and performance arts to a greater degree in our future activities;
*A mentoring program to join senior professionals with beginners and students;
*International outreach reach to develop working relationships with extra-national individuals and organizations working in our field;
*More active inclusion of minority and Indigenous students and professionals into our activities;
* A new SVA web site with updated features;
* A review and updating of all our activities with a view toward increased transparency, efficiency, and timeliness;

We look forward to the opportunities presented us during the year 2009 to continue and improve upon our present efforts.

Thank you for your attention.
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